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Abstract

A multi-objective vehicle path planning method has been proposed to optimize path length,
path safety and path smoothness using the elitist non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
(NSGA-II). Four different path representation schemes that begin its coding from the start
point and move one grid at a time towards the destination point are proposed. Minimization of
traveled distance, maximization of path safety, and maximization of path smoothness are con-
sidered as objectives of this study. A performance evaluation measure using the hypervolume
metric of the obtained trade-off front is used. This study makes a careful analysis of a number
of issues related to the optimization of path planning task – handling of constraints associated
with the problem, handling single versus multiple objectives, performing a parametric study to
locate reasonable values of key parameters, identifying an efficient path representation scheme,
and evaluating the proposed algorithm on large sized grids and having a dense set of obsta-
cles. The study also compares the performance of the proposed algorithm with an existing
GA-based approach. The evaluation of the proposed procedure against extreme conditions
having a dense (as high as 91%) placement of obstacles indicates its robustness and efficiency
in solving complex path planning problems.

1 Introduction

In recent years we have seen much advancement in the field of industrial robotics, but mobile
intelligent machines have mainly been confined to research labs. For an autonomous vehicle to
be used in real-world applications it must be able to navigate autonomously and take intelligent
decisions. Vehicle path planning comprises of not only generating collision-free paths from a given
location to its destination point but also finding an optimal path that minimizes or maximizes
certain critical objectives. References [25] and [22] provide a broad coverage of the field of motion
planning algorithms focusing on vehicle motion planning.

There have been many conventional methods for two-dimensional path planning using classical
optimization methods, [3, 35], artificial potential field method [18, 2], visibility graph [26, 27],
Voronoi road-map [6] etc. Many artificial intelligence techniques like neural networks [20, 36],
fuzzy logic method [28, 29], genetic algorithms [19, 4] and ant colony optimization [30] have
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recently come to forefront for path planning. In a path planning task, a majority of research has
been dedicated to finding a feasible shortest path by formulating a single-objective optimization
problem. However, finding the optimal path is never a single-objective problem, as many other
attributes such as path safety (or path vulnerability) and path smoothness are also desirable for
a navigation vehicle. The path vulnerability objective is associated with how close the vehicle
pass through an obstacle. To compute this objective, we have taken help of the artificial potential
field concept. Each obstacle holds a large potential in its center and the potential is assumed to
reduce away from the obstacle. Thus, for a given path and a given setting of obstacles, the overall
potential computed for the entire path accumulated due to the effect of all obstacles is denoted
as the path vulnerability. Path smoothness is directly related to the amount of turn a vehicle has
to take along the path from the start to the end of its motion.

Besides the single versus multiple conflicting objectives associated with the path planning
problem, there are a number of other issues that must be resolved during an optimization process.
One important matter is the scheme used to represent a path within the optimization procedure,
as the performance of an optimization algorithm depends largely on the chosen representation
scheme. In this paper, we propose four different techniques for path representation based on
a binary, mixed or integer coding of a path description. Second, the issue of a two-objective
versus a three-objective optimization is another matter that will concern the practitioner and
will test the usefulness of the chosen algorithm. Third, the use of obstacle avoidance as a hard
constraint in the optimization process or handling of it softly through a penalty term is another
matter that will determine the performance of the chosen algorithm. Fourth, every optimization
algorithm introduces some parameters which often controls the outcome of a simulation run.
Thus, a parametric study of key parameters is essential to understand the effect of parameters
on the performance of the algorithm so that a suitable setting of the parameters can be used for
a real application. Finally, for a path planning problem, the scaling of the chosen optimization
algorithm with the number of obstacles and the grid size must be well understood before the
method can be recommended for a practical use. In this paper, we address all the above issues
related to the path planning problem one at a time by considering obstacle scenarios that were
adopted in earlier path planning studies. A bi-objective algorithm minimizing path length and
path vulnerability is proposed based on the elitist non-dominated sorting GA (NSGA-II) [12],
but the algorithm is modified to use the third objective (path smoothness) as a decision making
aid for identifying less-crowded solutions. To provide a stiff challenge to the proposed algorithm,
the complexities of obstacle placement is gradually increased to have as high as 91% of the cells
occupied by obstacles. For this purpose, the search domain is also increased from 8 × 8 to a
staggering 128× 128. These extremities are rarely used in the past computational path planning
studies and the successful working of the proposed algorithm in them amply demonstrates their
practical importance.

In the remainder of the paper, four new path representation techniques are discussed in Sec-
tion 2. Three objectives used in this study are described next in Section 3. The chosen single and
multi-objective genetic algorithm approaches including a couple of constraint handling methodolo-
gies are discussed in Section 4. Thereafter, Section 5 performs a parametric study on a previously
attempted problem to identify reasonable values of key parameters associated with the proposed
algorithm. Section 6 compares different representation schemes suggested in this paper. Section 7
makes random placements of obstacles on differently sized grids and investigates the efficiency
of the proposed algorithm in finding a feasible path in the presence of an increasing number of
obstacles. Problems having as large as 128× 128 grids and 91% coverage of grids with obstacles,
thereby resembling extreme practical scenarios, are considered next. Conclusions of the study are
made in Section 8.
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2 Path Representation Through a Grid

To optimize any given path of a vehicle through an optimization technique, the foremost require-
ment is an efficient path representation that can be incorporated in the programming environment
and importantly that is suitable to be efficiently used with the chosen optimization algorithm.
In this study, we use a genetic algorithm (GA) as an optimization algorithm. Since a GA allows
a flexible way to represent a solution, we suggest four different representation schemes for the
purpose.

To facilitate a discrete representation and also for the ease of navigation purposes, a grid
based approach is adopted here. In a given problem of 2-D off-line path planning, we map the
environment on a grid of size n× n, where the grid size n is decided depending on the accuracy
required in the path planning problem. The size of the vehicle is taken to be smaller than unit
cell size in grid so that the dynamics of vehicle rotation is not to be considered. For simplicity,
we always take the start location as the bottom-left corner, denoting grid location (1, 1). In the
Cartesian coordinate system, the destination is then fixed as (n, n) (or the top-right corner of the
grid). This assumption is a reasonable one since most other path planning scenario can be mapped
on to such a grid by simple linear transformations, such as translation, rotation, and scaling. Now
if we consider the characteristics of the entire path between a start location and final location then
different paths taken by a vehicle may have different lengths, directions, and turns at different
points. A possible solution is a linked-list representation [34] of the entire path having a variable
length gene. Such a representation of a path by genes of variable length is cumbersome considering
various GA operations, like crossover as well as the absence of knowledge about the bounds of path
length. A generalized representation would considerably increase the search space hence slowing
down the search process. Considering these difficulties with variable-length gene representations,
we propose a fixed-length path representation here. Motivated by another study [33], we consider
only paths which are monotonous along one axis. That is, starting from location (1,1), the path
moves one grid at a time towards right till it reaches the destination point (n, n). Since there are
n columns in the search domain and the vehicle is already at the first column, we would require
(n − 1) genes to represent a path. We propose three different techniques of representing a path
involving binary, integer, or mixed-valued genes. We describe these representation schemes in the
following subsections.

2.1 Binary-Coded Genes

Our proposed path representation technique was inspired by a recent study [33]. We first describe
the procedure and then shall describe our coding method to alleviate a difficulty associated with
the earlier procedure. Let us consider the grid as comprised of rows and columns. To represent a
path, following symbols were defined:

• ‘A’ denotes an upper diagonal step from one column to the next parallel to (̂i+ ĵ).

• ‘B’ denotes a lower diagonal step from one column to the next parallel to (̂i− ĵ).

• ‘C’ denotes a horizontal step from one column to the next parallel to (̂i).

• ‘Dy’ denotes an upward vertical movement by y units within a column parallel to (+ĵ).

• ‘Ey’ denotes downward vertical movement by y units within a column parallel to (−ĵ).

Graphical notion of the above symbols is given in Figure 1, where î corresponds to positive x-axis
and ĵ to positive y-axis. A gene comprises of (n − 1) movements where each movement is one
transition step (A, B or C) followed by a vertical motion (Dy or Ey) within a column, where y
denotes magnitude of vertical motion. In [33], transition from one column to other was either
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through A, B or C, but any vertical movement Dy or Ey within a column was ignored if the last
transition was either A or B. That is, if a diagonal move is taken, the path cannot go upwards
or downwards, it can only go forward, whereas to move up more than one grid up or down, the
only option is to go horizontally towards right and then make a vertical move up or down. This is
restrictive and as we shall discuss later it will create paths that are dominated by diagonal paths.
We modify the above coding by allowing vertical steps after type A or B movements as well.

In our proposed binary-coding, each gene comprises of two parts. First two bits represent the
direction of transition to the next column in four possible ways. The vehicle can move diagonally
up by one grid and then a distance y up along the column. We call this movement A-Dy and
is represented by a 11 substring followed by a second substring decoding to y. Since n is the
maximum grid size, dlog2 ne bits are needed to represent y. Thus, a movement by one grid
towards right requires (2 + dlog2 ne) bits. This and other three scenarios are depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Representation scheme denoting (Left) Steps corresponding to alphabetic codewords,
(Center) Decoded binary bits, and (Right) Representation schemes of transition followed by ver-
tical movement step in terms of alphabetic codewords.

Similarly, B-Ey would represent a move diagonally down by one grid and then a further
movement down by y grids. This process is represented by a (00 followed by dlog2 ne) bits
decoding to y. Substrings (10 or (01 represents a horizontal movement by one grid, but each is
integrated with a further upward or a downward movement of y grids. The upward movement
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is denoted as C-Dy and downward movement is by C-Ey. Thus, to represent all (n − 1) grid
movements towards right from start to destination, a total of (n− 1)(2 + dlog2 ne) bits would be
required.

A careful thought will reveal that by the above representation scheme, we have eliminated a
diagonally up movement followed by a downward movement or A-Ey, as the same can be achieved
with a smaller path length and path safety using a C-Dy or a C-Ey movement. Since in our multi-
objective formulation, A-Ey would always be dominated by either C-Dy or C-Ey, we simply do
not allow A-Ey or B-Dy movements. Thus, this representation scheme reduces the feasible search
space and in turn helps the optimization algorithm to work better.

Next, we discuss an end-fixing mechanism that goes with the above representation scheme. It
is mentioned above that every path originates from the start point (1, 1), but following a particular
coding of (n−1) genes (as mentioned above) every path may not end up reaching the destination
point (n, n). To make sure that every path reaches the destination point, we modify the (n−1)-th
gene as follows. The path is followed by the first substring of the (n − 1)-th gene, but the value
of y from the second substring is ignored. A (11) will take the path one grid diagonally up, a
(00) will take the path one grid diagonally down, and (10) or (01) will take the path horizontally
by one grid. Thereafter, instead of using y to determine whether to go up or down, the path is
simply joined to the destination point. Since the second substring coded to represent y for the
(n − 1)-th gene is redundant, we use it to represent any upward movement of the vehicle at the
start grid. We take a couple of examples to illustrate this representation scheme.

In Figure 2, two sample paths are shown on a 8 × 8 grid. Thus, n = 8 in this example. The
binary representation of Path 1 is given as follows:

(000, 11-010, 11-000, 10-000, 00-001, 00-000, 10-000, 11)

Note that the seventh gene is split into two, of which the first substring indicating a diagonally
upward movement from seventh to eighth grid is represented by the final (11) and its associated
substring (000) is shown at the beginning to indicate that there is no vertical movement of the
path at the start grid. Other movements – for example, from first to second grid there is an
upward diagonal movement (decoded by (11)) followed by two grids (decoded value of (010) of
upward movement (A-D2), and others – are straightforward. Notice how the end-fixing on the
right-most column takes the path to the destination point. The vertical movement of five grids is
not coded in the string, but is fixed algorithmically, making sure that the overall path goes from
the start to the end grid. On the same manner, Path 2 can be represented by the following binary
string:

(101, 11-000, 01-000, 10-000, 00-001, 00-000, 11-001, 11)

Here, notice that at the start the vehicle moves by five grids (decoded value of (101) shown at
the front of the string) at the start and then follows the other grid-wise movements. At the final
grid, the vehicle makes an upward diagonal movement and reaches the destination point on its
own. Thus, in this path, no end-fixing is needed for the path to reach the destination point.

In addition to the end-fixing involving the start and the n-th columns, if at any intermediate
column the vehicle goes out of the search area (to the bottom of first row or to the top of n-th
row), it is brought back to the search area by using an edge-fixing procedure. In this event, the
y component of the string is ignored and the vehicle is placed randomly at a row with a linear
probability distribution having its maximum at the respective edge of the search area to zero
at the current row of the vehicle. In both Paths 1 and 2, this scenario did not occur and no
edge-fixing was required.

The advantage with the above binary coding is that a binary-coded genetic algorithm can
now be used directly to evolve the population members. The usual single or multi-point crossover
operators and the bit-wise mutation operator can be applied directly. Here, we have used a
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Figure 2: Example paths with corresponding binary representation along with a few non-
represented steps in path.

two-point crossover and a bit-wise mutation operator for this purpose, however, the mutation
probability is linearly reduced to 1/5-th of its initial value at the final generation. Moreover, since
the search space is substantially reduced by not allowing intuitively dominated paths to appear
through the representation scheme, the search is also likely to be efficient. The fix-ups mentioned
above will also make the paths realizable. The drive towards feasible and eventually optimal paths
will then be achieved by the way of handling the objective function and constraints.

2.2 Mixed-Coded Genes

The above binary-coded representation makes a significant improvement from the existing study
[33] in terms of reducing the dominated paths. However, some thoughts will reveal that the coding
can be made more efficient by using a mixed binary-integer representation of a path.

Consider, for example, a C-D2 path going from (1,1) to (2,1) to (2,3). This path is dominated
by another path (A-D1) which makes an upward diagonal movement and then move up vertically
by one grid. This path is shorter than C-D2 and since the vehicle is considered to be small
compared to the grid dimension, it is also as safe as C-D2. Thus, on both account, A-D1 is
no worse than C-D2, and hence C-D2 can be considered redundant in our search process. To
eliminate such dominated paths to appear through our coding scheme, here we use one bit to
represent upward or downward movement and a direct integer value to represent the extent of
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vertical movement, if any. We discuss this mixed-coding scheme in the following paragraph.
The mixed-coding representation for a gene has two components as before. But here, the

first component has just one bit. However, the meaning of the bit depends on the associated
second component – an integer in the range [0, n] (both inclusive) representing vertical movement
y. If y = 0, a 1 or a 0 in the first substring would mean an identical movement (C), that
is, a movement of one grid horizontally to the right. However, if y > 0, then a 1 in the first
component would mean a move diagonally upwards and then make (y − 1) vertical grids up.
Thus, 1-y means A-D(y − 1) for y ≥ 1. Similarly, a 0 with a non-zero y would mean a downward
diagonal movement followed by (y − 1) vertical grids down. Thus, 0-y means B-E(y − 1). This
mixed-coding does not allow the path to have a horizontal move followed by any vertical upwards
or downwards movement, as they were allowed in the binary-coded representation. Any up or
downward movement must be achieved with a non-zero y at any gene. This restriction does not
prevent any feasible non-dominated sub-path to be represented. This substantially reduce the
number of dominated solutions in the search space.

Path 1 shown in Figure 2 would now be represented by the following coding:

(0 1-3 1-1 0-0 0-2 0-1 1-0 1)

Like before, the first element (a zero) indicates no vertical movement at the start grid. Next
mixed-gene indicates that an upward diagonal movement and then a vertical movement of (3-1)
or two grids up. The path can then be followed by the above-mentioned coding principle. At
the (n− 1)-th column, a 1 indicates a diagonal movement upwards. A 0 would have indicated a
horizontal movement to the n-th column. Since the seventh gene is a 1, the vehicle moves one grid
diagonally upwards. From this position, the end-fixing rule is applied and the vehicle is moved
up another five grids up to reach the destination point. Path 2 can be represented as follows:

(5 1-1 1-0 1-1 0-2 0-1 1-2 1)

The edge-fixing and top-row-fixing rules are applicable here as well. Although the above gene
representation makes the explanation of the path easier, in a GA, we concatenate all bits together
and form a (n− 1)-bit string and all integer values are put together to form a (n− 1)-size integer
vector. The binary string is operated by the standard single-point crossover and bit-wise mutation
operators and the integer-valued vector is operated by the discrete versions of the simulated binary
crossover (SBX) [10, 13] and the polynomial mutation operator [9].

2.3 Integer-Coded Genes

It is clear from the above mixed-coded representation that there is a still a small redundancy in
the coding. A horizontal movement by one grid can be represented by using either 0-0 or 1-0. As
mentioned above, as long as y = 0, the value of the preceding bit was not important. We remove
this redundancy in the mixed-coding scheme by completely eliminating the binary coding and
representing y of each gene by an integer in the range [−(n− 1), (n− 1)]. Only in the first gene,
y values in the range [0, (n− 1)] is allowed. Other end-fixing, edge-fixing and top-row-fixing rules
are applicable here as well. Thus, to represent Path 1 in Figure 2, the following (n− 1)-variable
vector would be used:

(0, 3, 1, 0, −2, −1, 0)

Here, the first element represents the movement at the start column and the final element
represents the movement at the (n − 2)-th column to (n − 1)-th column. The movement from
(n − 1)-th to n-th column has just two options before the end-fixing operation. The vehicle can
go either upwards and a possible vertical movement thereafter to reach the destination point or
a horizontal movement to directly reach the destination point. This is because a horizontal move
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followed by a vertical move always gets dominated in our set-up by a direct diagonal movement.
At the end of string coding, we investigate the string for either of the two scenarios and arrange
the path accordingly. For Path 1, we need to move diagonally one grid up, as the current location
of the vehicle is below the destination point and then move five grids vertically upwards to reach
the destination point. Thus, the transition from (n − 1)-th column to the n-th column is never
coded in the proposed integer-coding scheme and is fixed based on the above argument. Path 2
can be represented by the following integer-coding:

(5, 1, 0, 1, −2, −1, 2)

This path also requires a diagonal movement from seventh column to the eighth column, as
the location of the vehicle at the seventh column is below to that of the destination point.

To demonstrate the difference between the three coding schemes discussed above, let us con-
sider a couple of alternate paths shown in Figure 2. Let us denote ABCDENFGHIJK as Path 3
and ABCDEFGHOIJK as Path 4. These paths can be represented by our binary-coded represen-
tation scheme, but cannot be represented by our mixed or integer-coded scheme. In Path 3, the
part ENFG takes the vehicle from the initial cell E to cell G in the next column. This can always
be replaced by EFG to reach the same location with a shorter path length and path vulnerability
(to be defined in a later section). Similarly, in Path 4, the part HI dominates the part HOI. There-
fore, Paths 3 and 4 are dominated by another path and can never be on the true Pareto-optimal
front.

2.4 Absolutely-positioned Integer-Coded Genes

As a fourth representation scheme, the integer-valued genes described in the previous subsection
can be replaced with the absolute location of the grids along each column. Since a path always
starts from the grid location (1,1), a set of (n− 1) integer values in the range [1, n] will determine
the path exactly. The final transition from (n− 1)-th column to the n-th column can be made by
using the procedure described in the previous subsection. A similar representation scheme was
suggested elsewhere [17].

The integer-valued coding in the previous subsection is sensitive to the initial part of the
path. A small change in the initial part may make a significant change in the final part of the
path, as every gene represents a relative change in location from the previous gene. The absolute-
positioned integer-coding scheme described here does not have such a difficulty. However, when we
perform simulation runs on some simpler scenarios, we noticed the inadequacy of this absolutely-
positioned integer-coded representation. Due to the insensitivity of each gene over the other,
the relative movement between one column to the next is not important in this coding and this
leads to a zig-zag path and the path often results in infeasible paths. Since a genetic algorithm
is believed to work by finding lower-order building blocks to form higher-order building blocks,
the relative representation may provide a GA to focus on the initial part of the path first and
then may enable to form the remaining path grid by grid till the complete path is formed. Such
an implicit ordering in forming the optimal path may turn out to be an important property for
the successful working of a GA. Discouraged by these proof-of-principle experiments, we have not
continued with the absolutely-positioned integer-coded gene representation scheme in this study.

3 Objectives of the Path Planning Problem

In this paper, we have considered three specific objectives of the path planning problem.
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3.1 Minimum Path Length

Every path planning problem must provide some importance to a shorter path. In this study,
since a path is represented on a rectangular grid, we simply compute the path length by summing
the distance between consecutive grid points along the path. The vehicle is always considered to
be traversing through the center of a grid cell, thus, a distance between ((i, j)-th grid to (k, l)
grid (where i, j, k, l ∈ [1, n]) is computed as the Euclidean distance between coordinate points
(i− 0.5, j − 0.5) to (k − 0.5, l − 0.5).

3.2 Minimum Path Vulnerability

The flip side of following a shortest path is the danger of colliding with an obstacle. To estimate
how precariously the vehicle moves close to obstacles, we follow the commonly-used potential field
approach. The potential value in a cell represents directly the difficulty in traversing through it.
Since each cell is allotted a potential value according to obstacle distribution, we sum the potential
of each cell through which the path traverses to compute the total vulnerability level.

The potential field approach is a widely studied method [1, 7, 24]. It gained popularity because
it displayed a great reduction in computational demand when compared to the configuration space
approach. In this method, each obstacle in the system is surrounded by a repulsive potential
field whilst the goal location is surrounded by an attractive potential field. A vehicle applies
the resulting force experienced at its location as a control input to the driving system. The
approach however, suffers from a major problem. This has to do with the formation of local
potential minima that can trap the vehicle before it reaches its destination point. In this study,
we have used practical approach of assigning a bell-shaped (Gaussian) potential field at every cell
containing an obstacle. A variance of 50% of the cell size is used here, however higher or lower
values of variance can be used to have an effect of more or less conservative paths, respectively.

3.3 Path Smoothness

The smoothness of a path is evaluated by summing the angle of each turn the vehicle has to
make in traversing the path. The smoothness of a trajectory is a desired attribute in vehicle path
planning [23]. Smooth paths decrease unnecessary curvature discontinuity and possible stops,
and thus lowers the possibility of slippage. It leads to lesser power consumption as well as lesser
travel time. Though smoothness is desired in a path, it need not be used as an objective function
in most path planning optimization tasks, as the true optimal smooth path that ignores path
vulnerability and other maneuvering issues may not be what a path planner would be looking for.

In this study, we consider smoothness as a secondary goal of the path planning task. In
a bi-objective optimization framework of minimizing path length and path vulnerability, path
smoothness can be used as a tie-breaker or as a decision-making aid. We shall discuss the inter-
action of path smoothness with the other two objectives in the next section.

4 Optimization Methodologies

In this section, we discuss various optimization methodologies developed for solving the path
planning problems from various perspectives.

4.1 Obstacle Avoidance Procedures

It is intuitive to keep constraint from interfering with an obstacle. In our algorithms, we have
used a potential function for this purpose. Each cell having an obstacle has a high potential at
its center and it reduces away from the center. Thus, any path that crosses a cell having an
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obstacle will accumulate a large potential value. Thereafter, using the overall potential (called as
path vulnerability above) in the optimization problem either as an objective to be minimized or
a constraint to be satisfied, the optimization process will drive the search towards paths that are
obstacle-free.

However, in an extended version of our optimization algorithms, in addition, we count the
number of obstacles a path crosses and call this number the ‘Number of interfering cells’. The
multi-objective optimization problem is modified as follows:

Minimize Path length,
Minimize Path vulnerability

Subject to Number of interfering cells ≤ 0,
(1)

and the single-objective problem is modified as follows:

Minimize Path length or path vulnerability,
Subject to Number of interfering cells ≤ 0.

(2)

If, for any path, the number of interfering cells is greater than zero, we declare the path to
be infeasible. Furthermore, in our proposed approach, we use the parameter-less single [8] or
multi-objective [12] constraint handling technique, as the case may be, to handle infeasible and
feasible solutions. In the tournament selection of comparing two solutions, if an infeasible solution
is compared with a feasible solution, the latter always wins [8, 9]. On the other hand, if both
solutions are feasible, the solution with a smaller objective value or having a better non-dominated
front or crowding distance value wins. Finally, if both solutions are infeasible, the one with a
smaller count on interfering cells wins. For brevity, we do not present any simulation results here,
but state that this extended approach works well for cases with sparse obstacles, but fails to find
a feasible path in cases with a highly dense set of obstacles in a single objective study. It has been
observed that a better technique is to penalize the objective(s) with the count of interfering cells.
Initial populations usually have infeasible solutions but the drive towards minimizing penalized
functions eventually brings the number of interfering cells to zero. Based on these initial proof-
of-principle studies, we use the penalty function approach for the rest of the paper here.

4.2 Single-objective Path Planning

We have used integer-coded representation scheme described in Section 2.3 to code a path. In
this study, only path length or the path vulnerability is minimized. The number of interfering
cells is used as a constraint.

In Figure 3 we have shown two single-objective optimization runs – one with path length as an
objective and the other with path vulnerability – for two obstacle scenarios. In the sparse obstacle
scenario on a 16×16 grid (Figure 3(a)), both paths are shown. The GA is run with 400 population
members and run for 600 generations. A crossover probability of 0.9 with a distribution index of
5 and a mutation probability of 1/16 and a distribution index of 20 are used. It is interesting to
observe that the minimum path length solution (solid line) traverses almost in a straight line from
start to finish. On the other hand, the minimum path vulnerability solution (dotted line) takes
a somewhat longer path but traverses through a region with no obstacles. The trade-off between
these two solutions is clear from this example. Interestingly, the same problem will be solved
using a multi-objective optimization algorithm (described in the next subsection) involving both
path length and path vulnerability as objective functions and two very similar extreme solutions
are obtained by the proposed multi-objective optimization algorithm.

However, when the same algorithm is run for a larger grid size and more dense obstacle
scenario having 64 × 64 grid and 19% cells covered with obstacles (shown in Figure 3(b)), the
single-objective GA (with path length as an objective) fails to find a valid path and the best
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Figure 3: Single-objective path planning results: (a) Single-objective algorithm is run twice, once
with path length and next with path vulnerability as objectives, (b) Single-objective algorithm
fails to find any obstacle-free path in the dense obstacle scenario.

solution obtained by it collides with 13 obstacles. In this case, 500 population members are
evolved for 500 generations and still no feasible solution is found. The same problem is solved
later (in Section 7) with a multi-objective formulation and as shown in Figure 14(a), feasible paths
are found that do not collide with any of the 791 obstacles.

Based on these two simulation studies, we conclude that the proposed single-objective GA is
unable to perform well on large grid size and dense obstacle cases, whereas the multi-objective GA
with both path length and path vulnerability is able to find a feasible path in different grid sizes
and on both sparse and dense obstacle scenarios. Since multi-objective GAs maintain a diversity
of solutions, the genetic operations are able to create new and better solutions, but since in a
single-objective GA there is a single goal, the diversity is lost too quickly to find a feasible solution
in the case of the dense obstacle problem. This emphasizes the usefulness of a multi-objective
GA for handling complex path planning problems.

4.3 Multi-objective Path Planning

We modify the elitist non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm or NSGA-II algorithm [12] for this
purpose. For details of NSGA-II, readers are encouraged to refer to the original NSGA-II study
[12]. Here we describe the procedure briefly.

Initially, a population is initialized randomly. Thereafter, the population members are sorted
based on their non-domination level in the population. In the so-called non-dominated sorting,
the first front members are non-dominated members of the entire population. The second front
members are those that are non-dominated population members for which first front members
are excluded, and so on. Each individual in a front is assigned a crowding distance based on
the distance of the neighboring solutions from it. A solution has a large crowding distance if its
nearest neighbor lies far away from it in the objective space. In a tournament of comparing two
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(b) Three paths – shortest, least vulnerable, and an inter-
mediate path – are shown on a 16× 16 grid.

Figure 4: Results from multi-objective optimization study are shown.

solutions, a solution is considered better if it lies on a better front or has a larger crowding distance
value (thereby indicating an isolated solution). After the mating pool is created, they are used
to create a new population using crossover and mutation operator exactly the same way as they
are done in the case of single-objective GA. In the NSGA-II approach, both parent and newly
created populations are merged and the combined population is sorted for their non-domination
level again. Population members lying on the better fronts are chosen one at a time till the new
population cannot accommodate any new front. To maintain the population size, all members
of the last front, which could not be accommodated as a whole, are compared for their crowding
distance values — a measure of emptiness in a solution’s vicinity in the objective space [12] —
and the ones having the largest crowding distance values are selected. This process is continued
till the termination condition is met.

In the path planning problem, we have used both path length and path vulnerability as two
objectives. The number of interfering cells is used as a constraint and is handled using the penalty
function approach. To introduce the path smoothness as a criterion to prefer smooth paths, we
modify the above NSGA-II’s selection scheme somewhat. For two paths being compared in a
tournament or in choosing the final front members, solutions of the same rank are checked for their
smoothness values. The solution with a better smoothness wins. If two solutions being compared
have an identical non-domination rank and identical smoothness value, then the crowding distance
value is checked. We introduce the path smoothness criterion in another way to emphasize
preferred paths. In the post-processing step, if two or more paths lie on the same point in
the objective space (length-vulnerability trade-off front), path smoothness criterion is used to
choose the single solution having the largest smoothness value.

We now discuss the results obtained with this multi-objective optimization algorithm on the
sparse obstacle scenario presented in Figure 3(a). Here too, we use the integer-coding representa-
tion and a population of size 400 and run the modified multi-objective NSGA-II algorithm for 600
generations to obtain trade-off solutions. The trade-off solutions are shown in Figure 4(a). The
range of path vulnerability and path length values obtained by this study shows that a diverse set
of solutions are found by the proposed multi-objective optimization algorithm. Figure 4(b) shows
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Figure 5: Three-objective optimization results with smoothness as the third objective.

three paths picked from the obtained trade-off frontier. The solid line represents the shortest
path, the dotted line shows the least vulnerable path and the dashed line shows an intermediate
path. It seems that the chosen intermediate path makes a good compromise between the two
extreme solutions (not too long and not too close to obstacles) and can be a preferred solution for
an application. Interestingly, the shortest and least difficult paths are similar to those obtained
by the single-objective optimization study in Figure 3(a).

4.3.1 Three-objective Optimization

In this subsection, we compare our above two-objective optimization study on path length and
path vulnerability coupled with a third objective of smoothness as a decision-making aid with
three objectives. We consider the same sparse obstacle scenario as considered above and use
the integer-coding scheme to find optimal paths. Again, a population of size 400 is used for 600
generations. Figure 5(a) shows the obtained three-dimensional trade-off frontier projected on a
two-dimensional plot. The path smoothness values are mentioned against each solution. Only five
solutions are obtained, of which four solutions have an identical path length, but having differing
path vulnerability and path smoothness values. The smoothest path and the safest path obtained
are also shown in Figure 5(b).

With three objectives, more population members are non-dominated to each other. Thus, in
a NSGA-II population, there is less room for storing new solutions. Moreover, the NSGA-II’s
crowding operator does not work well in three or more dimensions, as neighbors of a solution in
one objective may not be neighbors in another objective in a higher dimensional objective space.
These difficulties of NSGA-II has been reported elsewhere [16] and shows up here as well. Thus,
we conclude from this comparative study that three-objective consideration of the path planning
problem is not adequate. Henceforth, we use the two-objective modified NSGA-II procedure in
which the path smoothness criterion is used as a decision making aid.

Having established the fact that (i) obstacle avoidance constraint handling is better through
the penalty function approach, (ii) multi-objective optimization is better than single-objective
path planning approach, and (iii) a two-objective approach coupled with path smoothness as a
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decision-making aid is a better approach than considering all three objectives in the optimization
problem, we are now ready to perform a parametric study in arriving at reasonable values for the
genetic parameters.

5 Parametric Study

The effect of various GA parameters on the path planning problem for the integer-coded repre-
sentation scheme is studied here. The parameters considered in this study are as follows:

• Population size (N)

• Number of generations (tmax)

• Crossover rate (pc)

• Crossover distribution index (ηc)

• Mutation rate (pm)

• Mutation distribution index (ηm)

For the parametric study, we consider a particular obstacle placement shown in Figure 6(b).
This scenario was the most complex scenario considered in an earlier path planing study [5].
A performance measure based on the hypervolume measure [37] is considered here to compare
different trade-off fronts obtained by different parameter settings. To consider the effect of multiple
runs, we define here a measure of likelihood for optimality, Loptζ , defined as follows. A similar
measure was also defined in [32], but the metric did not account for trade-off fronts for a multi-
objective scenario. To evaluate Loptζ , for a given grid size (n) and obstacle placement, first,
we run and obtain H trade-off fronts by applying the algorithm H times from different initial
populations. Thereafter, all H fronts are collected, dominated solutions are eliminated, and a
reference hypervolume measure HVref is computed. Then, the number of individual runs (h) that
have at least ζ% of the reference hypervolume is noted. The measure Loptζ is defined as follows:

Loptζ = 100
h

H
. (3)

In all our simulations here, we have chosen ζ = 95. Hence a value of Lopt95 = 90 means that in
90% of the runs have a hypervolume value that is more than 95% of the reference hypervolume.

The obstacle profile is as shown in Figure 6(b) along with three paths obtained by the integer-
coding representation scheme. The two-objective NSGA-II is used with the path smoothness
criterion used as a decision-making aid. The paths correspond to minimum path length, minimum
path vulnerability, and an intermediate compromised solution. The trade-off frontier is shown in
Figure 6(a). It is interesting to note that how the minimum path length solution nudges close
to obstacles to reduce path length and how the minimum path vulnerability solution is keeping
the path away from the obstacles to ensure safety. The intermediate solution is a compromise
between these two extreme solutions. It is clear that the compromised solution lies on a ‘knee’
region of this trade-off front. When there exists a knee point on a trade-off frontier, it is usually a
preferred solution [14], as there is not enough motivation to move away from the knee point due
to unfavorable trade-offs.

The solution reported in [5] is marked on Figure 6(a). The study did not show multiple paths
clearly with interconnecting grids, however, we extract the minimum path length configuration
from the reported figure and compute path vulnerability using our computation method. Fig-
ure 6(a) shows that the earlier reported solution (indicated by ‘Path X’) is dominated by our
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(b) Obstacle arrangement and three obtained paths.

Figure 6: Obstacles on a 16× 16 grid and obtained results for the parametric study.

minimum path length solution and a couple of other solutions, thereby indicating superiority of
our proposed procedure.

We now discuss the results of the parametric study. First, we present how the measure Loptζ
changes with the population size in Figure 7(a). While population size is varied in the range
[8,100], the maximum number of generations is always kept fixed to 500. The other parameters
are kept at their standard values mentioned before. Like most other successful GA studies [15],
the figure concludes that below a critical population of size around 40, the proposed method does
not have enough population members to its operators to make the method robust over 100 runs.
However, when 40 or more population members are used, the algorithm works quite reliably.

To be safe, we fix the population size to 60 and perform a parametric study on the maximum
number of generations, by varying it in the range [50,500]. Figure 7(b) shows that the Loptζ
stabilizes at around 300. Based on this study, we fix the number of generations to 300 for the rest
of the parametric study.

Next, we vary the crossover rate within [0,1] and observe from Figure 8(a) that a high crossover
rate is more successful. This observation is in tune with existing GA studies [21, 31]. Based on
this study, we set pc = 0.9 for the rest of the parametric study. Figure 8(b) shows the effect of
crossover distribution index ηc associated with the SBX operator on Loptζ . Over a range of [5,20],
the effect of ηc is neutral and performance is almost equally good for any value. Thus, we choose
ηc = 10 for the rest of our simulations.

Next, we perform a similar study with the mutation operator. Figure 9(a) indicates that too
small or a too large mutation rate is not adequate for the proposed method. This agrees with
another parametric study [11]. A value of pm in the range [0.05,0.15] performs the best. Based
on this study, we set pm = 0.0625. For a real-parameter optimization with polynomial mutation
operator, the upper bound on the recommended pm is the reciprocal of the number of variables.
With 16 grids along columns, there are 15 variables and the upper bound on pm is chosen to be
1/15 or 0.067. Thus, our experimental finding of pm = 0.0625 is not far from this recommended
value. Also Figure 9(b) shows that a higher ηm performs better. We set ηm = 20 for the rest of
our study.
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Figure 7: Parametric study on population size and number of generations.
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Figure 8: Parametric study on crossover rate and SBX distribution index.
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Figure 9: Parametric study on mutation rate and polynomial distribution index.
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(b) Obstacles on a 32 × 32 grid and few solution paths
obtained using binary-coded representation scheme.

Figure 10: Results with binary-coded representation scheme.

The above parametric study on a single scenario supports our earlier understanding of a good
setting of these parameters. Based on our experience on other problems and supported by the
above parametric study, we recommend the following values for the NSGA-II parameters (n is
the size of the grid):

• Minimum population size (N) = 10n

• Minimum number of generations (tmax) = 300

• Crossover rate (pc) = 0.9

• Crossover distribution index (ηc) = 10

• Mutation rate (pm) = 1/(n− 1)

• Mutation distribution index (ηm) = 20

Higher population sizes and the number of generations may be essential to handle a higher grid
size problem and a more dense obstacle scenario than that used in the above parametric study.

6 Comparison of Three Representation Schemes

In all the above simulations, we have used the integer-coded representation scheme. In this
section, we use the other representation schemes, namely, the binary-coded and mixed-coded
representation schemes and compare all three schemes. To compare, here we choose a 32 × 32
obstacle arrangement shown in Figure 10(b). We choose a population of size 500 and run the
bi-objective NSGA-II for 800 generations. Other parameters are set according to the above
parametric study. Figure 10 is obtained with a binary-coded representation scheme. The bit-
wise mutation probability for the binary string of pm = 0.00325 is used here. The best trade-off
front obtained in 10 different runs is shown in Figure 10(a) with a small star. The minimum
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Figure 11: Results with mixed and integer-coded representation schemes.

path distance solution, minimum path vulnerability solution and an intermediate compromised
solution are shown in Figure 10(b). Corresponding objective vectors are also marked in the
adjoining figure. Figure 10(b) shows how the intermediate solution negotiates the distance and
safety.

Figure 11(a) also shows the trade-off objective vectors using the mixed-coded representation
scheme. Identical parameter values, as they were used with the binary-coded representation
scheme, are chosen here. For the mixed-coding scheme, pm = 1/16 is used for integer variables
and pm = 0.052 is used for the binary substring. The obtained trade-off frontier and the three
paths shown in the figure are better than that obtained with the binary-coded representation
scheme. Similarly Figure 11(b) shows the results obtained with the integer-coded representation
scheme. Parameters identical to those found in the parametric study are used here. The paths
are better than the mixed-coded representation scheme.

Each of the three representation schemes is run for 10 times from different initial populations.
All trade-off frontiers are collected and the nadir point of the combined front is recorded. There-
after, the nadir point is used as the reference point and the hypervolume measure is computed for
each frontier. Figure 12 shows the hypervolume value of each of the 10 runs used with each of the
three representation schemes. It is clear that largest hypervolume value occurs for the integer-
coded representation scheme. The binary-coded scheme performs the worst. Table 1 tabulates
the Loptζ values for three methods with different ζ values. The table agrees with our observation
that the integer-coded representation is better than the mixed-coded representation, which is in
turn better than the binary-coded representation scheme on the chosen problem.

7 Path Planning Under Extreme Conditions

An extreme test of a path planning algorithm is to try it to solve scenarios having a large grid size
and a dense set of obstacles. When adequate spaces are available, multi-objective optimization
algorithms can be used to find a set of trade-off solutions. However, when there more obstacles
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Figure 12: Hypervolume values for all 10 runs for each of the three representation scheme are
shown. Higher the volume, the better is the performance.

Table 1: Loptζ values are shown for each of the three representation scheme on problem shown
in Figure 10(b).

Coding Loptζ in %
scheme ζ =95 90 85 80 75 70 65 60
Binary 0 10 10 20 20 20 60 90
Mixed 20 40 100 100 100 100 100 100
Integer 80 80 100 100 100 100 100 100
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than the available space in a grid, finding a single feasible path is often a challenging task. In
this section, we create increasingly higher grid size and increasingly dense obstacle scenarios in
which obstacles are placed randomly on a two-dimensional grid. However, we make sure that
there exists at least one feasible path from start to the destination point. To achieve this, we
first generate a random valid path on the entire grid. Then, we randomly create obstacles with
p0 probability of occurrence of obstacle in every cell except those lying on above generated path.
Hence, a probability of p0 = 1 would mean that all grid cells have obstacles on them except the
cells lying on the random path initially created. Such a problem would be a very difficult path
planning problem to solve. To make the problems of different size, we use grid size that is varied
to 8, 16, and 32. The probability p0 is varied from 0.1 to 1, as tabulated in Table 7. For all
problems, the integer-coded representation scheme is used. For each problem, a population of size
200 is used and the NSGA-II is run for 500 generations. Other parameters are set according to the
outcome of the parametric study presented in the previous section. For each problem, 100 runs
are taken and the percentage of successful runs – finding a feasible path from start to destination
point, mean minimum path length obtained, and the median of generation numbers in which
the first feasible path is obtained are noted. The first entry indicates the likelihood of finding a
feasible path, the second entry denotes the ability to further minimize path length for feasible
path while the third entry denotes how quickly the first feasible path is found on an average.
There are several observations to be made from the table. First, as the grid size increases, the
success percentage reduces, however the proposed NSGA-II is able to still find the feasible path
in all problems with 8× 8 and 16× 16 grids. The number of generations needed to find a feasible
path is also small. Since a population of size 200 is used here, the 32 × 32 grid problems are
too large for the chosen population size. A larger population may able to solve scenarios with
a higher grid size and having a higher density of obstacles. The second matter to note is that
with 16×16 grid problems, the proposed methodology is able to find a feasible path in a problem
having a density of obstacles as large as 233/(16× 16) or 91%. This is a remarkable result. The
third aspect to note is that as the density of the obstacles increase, the problem gets harder to
solve and more generations are needed to locate a feasible path.

Figure 13 shows a few of the obtained solutions. Figure 13(d), for example, shows how in a
large grid size and among a large density of obstacles, the proposed methodology is able to locate
a feasible path, a task which may be difficult, even for a human expert.

To investigate how the proposed bi-objective procedure will fair on larger grid size problems,
finally we apply our methodology on a few 64 × 64 and 128 × 128 grid problems. Figure 14(a)
shows a couple of runs and the obtained feasible paths in both cases. Clearly, when 4,979 obstacles
are scattered randomly on a two-dimensional grid (as shown in Figure 14(b), it is impossible to
obtain a feasible path manually. Although many other solutions may be possible in this case, our
proposed algorithm is able to find one feasible path.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we have dealt with several issues of a two-dimensional path planning problem having
various complexities. First, we have suggested three path representation schemes for optimal path
planning tasks to be solved by using a multi-objective genetic algorithm. Of the three schemes,
the integer-coded gene representation scheme that directly codes the relative movements of a
vehicle from one column to the next has been found to produce best results. Second, it has been
observed that instead of considering three different criteria – path length, path vulnerability, and
path smoothness – as objectives, the use of the first two as objectives and the third as a decision-
making aid is a better option. Third, the above multi-objective consideration has been found
to be better than a single-objective treatment of say path length or path vulnerability. Fourth,
compared to existing studies, the proposed approach has been shown to be more accurate in
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Table 2: Path planning under different volumes of dense obstacles.

Grid Obstacle # of Success Median Mean min.
size density, p0 obstacles percentage generations path length
8× 8 0.1 4 100 2 9.90

0.2 10 100 2 10.49
0.3 15 100 2 10.49
0.4 20 100 2 10.49
0.5 26 100 5 11.07
0.6 31 100 4 11.07
0.7 40 100 5 11.07
0.8 43 100 6 11.07
0.9 50 100 7 11.07
1.0 54 100 7 11.07

16× 16 0.1 24 100 2 21.21
0.2 47 100 5 22.14
0.3 65 100 9 23.3
0.4 80 100 18 22.34
0.5 115 100 28 22.37
0.6 150 100 22 22.57
0.7 164 100 25 22.3
0.8 286 100 40 22.13
0.9 214 100 41 22.48
1.0 233 100 46 22.4

32× 32 0.1 81 100 6 47.08
0.2 173 100 16 53.4
0.3 253 97 38 53.72
0.4 386 85 73 53.61
0.5 470 36 230 54.38
0.6 556 74 144 53.64
0.7 666 41 295 53.9
0.8 767 52 298 54.31
0.9 870 39 378 54.13
1.0 967 30 339 54.19
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(b) Grid 16× 16, p0 = 0.4, 80 obstacles.
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(c) Grid 32× 32, p0 = 0.2, 173 obstacles.
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(d) Grid 32× 32, p0 = 0.8, 767 obstacles.

Figure 13: Feasible paths for cases shown in Table 7.
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(a) Problem in a 64× 64 grid having 791 obstacles. (b) Problem in a 128× 128 grid having 4,979 obstacles.

Figure 14: Feasible paths for large grid size problems obtained using the proposed bi-objective
procedure.

finding feasible and trade-off paths. Additionally, the proposed method has been demonstrated
to work on large-sized grids and having a dense set of obstacles (as high as 91% of the space).
While the existing past studies limited their studies to small-size grids, here we have found feasible
paths in grids as large as 128× 128 and having as large as 4,979 obstacles. Some of the scenarios
are intimidating to look for a suitable path visually and have also been found to be difficult to
solve using conventional techniques or using a single-objective genetic algorithm. The inherent
diversity preserving ability of a multi-objective GA enables finding feasible solutions in such
difficult scenarios.

Here, we have also demonstrated how through a systematic parametric study and a care-
ful consideration of deferent aspects of the problem, an efficient algorithm can be evolved for
solving a complex path planning task. This work can be extended to include non-monotonic
paths along both axes which will make it a more practical scheme for real-world applications.
Three-dimensional path planning can also be tried with minor modifications in the proposed gene
structures. Nevertheless, extensive simulation results of this study indicates that the current
multi-objective technique is a reliable tool for a point to point, off-line path planning task and
must be pursued further.
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